More on compressed air systems
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It is necessary to maintain system operating pressure, otherwise, compressed air demand at leaks and unregulated air
demands increase. Leakeage can be reduced by lowering system pressure, the target being the lowest optimal pressure for
supplying productive air demands. Pressure limits form the operating envelope of the pressure profile. Since the high limit
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CASO in North Macedonia
Compressed air Systems Assessment was conducted within the GEF-UNIDO project in
North Macedonia, in several companies, among which TITAN Cementarnica Usje AD.
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opportunities for reducing energy consumption were identified, such as:

IMPORTANT
The Gas laws: Boyle’s, Charles’
amd Amonton’s, and the
principles of absolute pressure,
atmospheric pressure, gauge
pressure, FAD or metric volume
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Improving piping, changing controllers, regulating pressure & refill control, as well as
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excessive pressure loss, reducing average discharge pressure, investigating the cement

Compressed air systems are

dust particle size that will potentially enter the air compressor intake, repairing leaks etc.

McKane, Wayne Perry, Tom Taranto,
as well as several other individuals,

Additional potential energy savings opportunities identified include an evaluation of actual
performance and the impact of winter season operation to determine if lower pressure

industrial plants, government agencies

dew point is truly required, upgrading intake air filtration etc.

and programmes. More information
can be found in the Compressed air

The findings for Usje showed that the present control and maintenance strategy provides
good system efficiency, and any and all changes would be long term objectives.
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dynamic, interactive systems,
and this interaction usually
impacts the overall system
efficiency. It is necessary to
consider a combined effect of
demand side improvements and
control strategy changes to

The assessment in the remaining companies is still in session.

achieve energy savings.

